Aberrant responses in social interaction of dopamine transporter knockout mice.
The dopamine (DA) transporter (DAT) controls the temporal and spatial resolution of dopaminergic neurotransmission. Disruption of the Dat1 gene in mice leads to increased extracellular DA concentrations and reduced expression of D1- and D2-like receptors in striatum. The mutants are hyperactive in the open field and they display deficits in learning and memory. In humans, dopaminergic dysfunction has been associated with a number of different psychiatric disorders and some of these conditions are accompanied by abnormal social responses. To determine whether social responses were also impaired in DAT knockout (KO) mice, behaviors of group- and isolation-housed animals were compared. All group-housed animals readily established hierarchies. However, the social organizations of the mutants were changed over time. Under both group- and isolation-housed conditions, mutants exhibited increased rates of reactivity and aggression following mild social contact. In isolation, exposure to a novel environment exacerbated these abnormal responses. Regardless of housing context, stereotyped and perseverative patterns of social responses were a common feature of the KO repertoire. In fact, many abnormal behaviors were due to the emergence and predominance of these inflexible behaviors. These data suggest that KO mice may serve as a useful animal model for understanding not only how DA dysfunction contributes to social abnormalities, but also how behavioral inflexibility distorts their social responses.